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Abstract—We present a distributed routing algorithm for find-
ing two disjoint (primary and backup) QoS paths that run across
multiple domains. Our work is inspired by the recent interest in
establishing communication paths with QoS constrains spanning
multiple IP/MPLS domains. In such settings, the routing decisions
in each domain are made by thePath Computation Element (PCE).
We assume that the PCEs run a joint distributed routing protocol,
decoupled from the BGP, which enables them to establish efficient
paths across multiple domains.

This study makes the following contributions. First, we present
an aggregated representation of a multi-domain network that is
small enough to minimize the link-state overhead, and, at the
same time, is sufficiently accurate, so that the PCEs can find
optimal disjoint QoS paths across multiple domains. Second, we
present a distributed routing algorithm that uses the proposed
representation to find disjoint paths in an efficient manner.
Finally, we consider the problem of finding two disjoint paths
subject to the export policy limitations, imposed by customer-
provider and peer relationships between routing domains. We
show that this problem can be efficiently solved by employing
the concept ofline graphs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first scheme fully decoupled from BGP that enables to establish
disjoint QoS IP/MPLS paths in a multi-domain environment with
provable performance guarantees.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a significant amount of
interest in establishing reliable communication paths with QoS
constraints across multiple routing domains. This effort is
facilitated by the current discussion in the Internet community
[1] on extending the capabilities of MPLS networks across
multiple domains, so that multi-domain Label Switched Paths
(LSPs) with QoS guarantees can be established.

As the reliability and resilience to failures is a key concern
for many applications, several connections will require estab-
lishing primary andbackupLSPs that span multiple domains.
In many cases the backup LSPs need to be established together
with the primary LSPs. This proactive approach enables almost
instantaneous restoration in the event of a failure, which is
critical for real-time applications. In order to provide end-to-
end performance guarantees, both primary and backup paths
have to satisfy QoS constrains.

Accordingly, in this paper we focus on the problem of
establishing two disjoint QoS paths across multiple domains.
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This problem, referred to asProblem 2DP, is considered in
the context of the routing model inspired by the recently
proposedPath Computation Element(PCE) based architecture
[2]. Our goal is to develop a distributed routing algorithm with
provable performance guarantees. This will allow to overcome
the limitations of coarse-grained solutions such as those that
arise by iteratively solving Problem 2DP on a per-domain basis
[3]. We develop a routing model where each PCE is able to
compute theoptimal primary and backup QoS paths to any
destination. One of the major advantages of our approach is
that it avoids the well-knowntrap topologyproblems [4].

To achieve scalability and due to security and administrative
considerations, routing domains do not advertise their internal
structure, but rather supply anAggregated Representation
(AR) to the outside world. Accordingly, a key aspect in
the design of distributed routing algorithms is to find an
adequate AR that captures the availability of diverse QoS paths
across multiple domains. However, there is an inherent tradeoff
between the accuracy of the representation and the size of the
required data structures. In this paper we consider a setting
in which a reduced set of neighboring domains are willing
to extend the reachability of IP/MPLS LSPs across their
boundaries. This enables each domain to provide an accurate
representation of its traversal characteristics, which, in turn,
enables finding optimal disjoint paths across the network. This
approach is consistent with that adopted by the IETF PCE
Working Group (WG). The WG has recently stated that its
efforts will focus on the application of the PCE-based model
within a single domain or within a small group of neighboring
domains, but it is not the intention of the WG to apply this
model to the greater Internet [1].

In this paper we present a novel AR for a multi-domain
network which is small enough to minimize the link-state
overhead, and, at the same time, is sufficiently accurate, sothat
the PCEs canoptimallyfind disjoint QoS paths across multiple
domains. Our solution guarantees that the confidentiality and
administrative limits are respected between domains (e.g., nei-
ther the internal topology nor the full IGP state of the domains
can be inferred from their ARs). We also present a distributed
routing algorithm that uses the proposed representation tofind
disjoint paths in an efficient manner.

Next, we consider the problem of finding two disjoint
paths subject to theexport policy limitations [5], imposed
by customer-provider and peer relationships between routing
domains. It turns out that the standard approach of representing
a multi-domain network by a graph is inadequate for finding
disjoint paths subject to the export policies. However, we
show that the export policies can be efficiently represented



by employing the concept of theline graph. We show that
our distributed algorithm can be easily extended for finding
optimal disjoint paths that satisfy the export policy constraints.

In summary, we present an optimal solution for the multi-
domain disjoint path problem both in the general setting as
well as subject to the export policy constraints. For clarity of
exposition, we focus on finding link-disjoint paths. Our results
can be easily extended to finding node-disjoint paths by using
the standard node splitting technique (see, e.g., [6]).

II. M ULTI -DOMAIN NETWORK MODEL

We begin with a definition of ageneralcommunication net-
work. A network is represented by a directed graphG(V, E),
whereV is the set of nodes andE is the set of links. Each link
e ∈ E is assigned a positiveweight we, whose significance
depends on the type of considered QoS requirement. For
example, when the QoS requirement is an upper bound on
the end-to-end delay, the link weight is its delay. In this paper
we focus on additive weight metrics, i.e., the weightW (P )
of a pathP is defined as the sum of the weights of its links,
i.e., W (P ) =

∑
e∈P we.

The goal of QoS routing is to find the best path that satisfies
a QoS constraint. In this work, we accomplish this goal by
finding a minimum-weight path between the source and the
destination nodes. Clearly, such path has the best performance
with respect to the QoS requirement that is captured by the
link weight metric.

A. Multi-domain networks

We denote byD1, . . . , Dk the set of routing domains in
the network. Each routing domainDi is a subgraph of the
underlying networkG. We assume that routing domains are
mutually node-disjoint. The routing domains that include the
source and destination nodes,s andt are referred to asDs and
Dt, respectively. A link that connects two nodes in the same
domain is referred to as anintra-domain link. All other links
connect different domains and are referred to asinter-domain
links. We denote byEinter the set of the inter-domain links
in the network. A nodev which is incident to an inter-domain
link is referred to as aborder node. The set of border nodes
of a routing domainDi is denoted byBi.

In large communication networks, distributing the full link
state information to every node in the network is not possible
due to scalability problems. With topology aggregation, sub-
networks, orrouting domains, can limit the amount of link
state information advertised throughout the network [7]. Our
approach is that routing domains supply a short summary of
the available (disjoint) paths that connect the border nodes of
the domain. The efficiency of this approach stems from the fact
that while the routing domains tend to be large, the number
of border nodes in each domain is typically small.

We denote byAi the Aggregated Representation(AR)
of the routing domaini. The AR captures the transitional
characteristics of the network and can be implemented by a
(small) graph or an array. In this paper we propose an AR that
includes several arrays that summarize available routing paths
between the border nodes of the routing domain.

In order to distribute the ARs of routing domains throughout
the network we take advantage of the architecture recently

drafted by the IETF PCE WG. Our PCE-based routing model
utilizes a decoupled control plane for both the computation
of the 2DP and the advertisement of routing information.
This decoupling is two-fold. On the one hand, the PCEs are
detached from the MPLS switch/routers forwarding the traffic.
On the other hand, the aggregated topology, reachability, and
path state information needed to compute the routing paths
are decoupled from BGP and advertised directly between the
PCEs [8]. This approach has two major advantages. First, it
overcomes some of the most important limitations imposed by
BGP [9]. For example, it allows to advertise multiple routes
per destination prefix, and to convey path state informationin
the routing advertisements, which cannot be done at present
with BGP-4. Overcoming these limitations is essential for the
optimal computation of disjoint paths between multiple routing
domains. Second, this approach can be incrementally deployed
since it can coexist with the legacy IP IGP/BGP routed traffic.

The information available at the source PCE includes, the
source domainDs, a set of inter-domain linksEinter , and
the ARs of the transit and destination domains. In practice,
the routing across a multi-domain network is governed by the
export policies. In particular, the export policies determine
the inter-domain links that the source PCE can use while
computing paths for any source-destination pair.

We consider the set of commonly used export policies as
summarized in [5]. We assume that, for any two neighboring
routing domainsDi andDj , one of the three following cases
hold: (i) Di is a provider ofDj andDj is a customer ofDi;
(ii) Dj is a provider ofDi andDi is a customer ofDj ; (iii)
Di andDj are peers.

The export policies impose the following constraints on the
forwarding policy.

• Suppose thatDi is a customer ofDj. Then, Di can
forward packets received fromDj to its customers, but
never to its peers or other providers.

• Suppose thatDi is a provider ofDj . Then,Di can for-
ward packets received fromDj to its customers, providers
and peers.

• Suppose thatDi is a peer ofDj. Then,Di can forward
packets received fromDj to its customers but never to
its providers or peers.

Let Di, Dj , andDk be three domains such thatDi is con-
nected toDj andDj is connected toDk. Table I summarizes
the conditions under whichDj can forward the traffic received
from Di to Dk. As mentioned before, computing an optimal
solution for Problem 2DP requires special care when the above
export policies are considered.

Dj is a cus-
tomer ofDk

Dj is a
provider ofDk

Dj is a
peer ofDk

Di is a customer ofDj Yes Yes Yes
Di is a provider ofDj No Yes No
Di is a peer ofDj No Yes No

TABLE I
EXPORT POLICIES. THE TABLE SPECIFIES THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH

Dj CAN FORWARD THE TRAFFIC RECEIVED FROMDi TO Dk .



B. Problem definition

In this work we focus on finding two link-disjoint paths
in a multi-domain network with topology aggregation. The
first path, referred to as aprimary path, is used during the
normal operation of the network. Upon a failure of a link in
the primary path, the traffic is shifted to abackuppath. In order
to satisfy the required QoS constraint, we need to minimize
the weight of both primary and backup paths. Accordingly, we
consider the problem of finding link-disjoint paths of minimum
total weight.

Problem 2DP (2 Link Disjoint Paths): Given a source
nodes and a destination nodet, find two link-disjoint (s, t)-
pathsP1 andP2 of minimum total weightW (P1) + W (P2).

We can use the path with minimum weight as a pri-
mary path and the second one as a backup path. A rele-
vant problem is to find two pathsP1 and P2 that mini-
mize max{W (P1), W (P2)}. The solution to this problem can
achieve a better balance between the delay of the primary and
backup path. However, this problem isNP-hard [10].

Problem 2DP is a well studied problem. The standard
algorithm used for solving this problem is due to Suurballe and
Tarjan [11]. However, the existing algorithms were designed
for the case in which the full topology is known to every node
in the network. Accordingly, the goal of this study is to provide
an efficient solution for the case in which only the aggregated
representation of the network is known.

III. R ELATED WORK AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

The problem of finding primary and backup paths subject to
QoS constraints in the context of IP/MPLS networks has been
widely studied at the intra-domain level. With the advent of
the PCE-based architecture, a few recent works have started
to extend the study of this problem to LSPs spanning multiple
domains. In the current IGP/BGP routing context, a major
issue is that the PCE in the source domain has to compute
inter-domain LSPs based on a very limited visibility of the
topology and state of the network, yielding solutions that are
far from optimal. To cope with this, enriched topological and
path state information needs to be aggregated and availableat
the PCE in the source domain [8].

In [4] the authors compare the performance of some recently
proposed distributed schemes for disjoint path computation
of inter-domain LSPs. They assume that the AS-level path
was previously computed by BGP at the source domain and
that both disjoint paths belong to the same “chain” of do-
mains. This approach has two major limitations. First, solving
problem 2DP restricted to the AS-path selected by BGP will
frequently return paths that are far from optimal. This is
because BGP does not offer any guarantee about the quality of
the chosen AS-path. Second, when several disjoint LSPs need
to be established following the same (or part of the same) AS-
path, crankback [3] or even blocking might occur, even though
the paths could have been established along the alternativeAS-
paths available at the source domain.

In this paper we study a PCE-based architecture that is com-
pletely decoupled from the BGP protocol. With this approach,
the PCE at the source domain is not compelled to choose
both paths along the same chain of domains. This allows the

domains to use their multihomed networks more efficiently.
Once we extend the computation of the paths to an expanded
AS topology, i.e., not restricting our study to a chain of
domains, we need to consider the export policies between do-
mains. This, however, introduces a major challenge. Whereas
the chain of domains can be aggregated and represented as
a directed graph, this cannot be done in the presence of the
export policies. To solve this problem we introduce an AR of
the expanded topology using line graphs.

In [12] the authors propose two heuristics so that the PCEs
can solve the problem of finding inter-domain LSPs with low
end-to-end delay. However, this work addresses the compu-
tation of only a single path (without a disjoint counterpart).
In addition, the availability of inter-domain paths is inferred
directly from the BGP routing information. Accordingly, the
authors do not need to address the issue of finding an AR
that captures path diversity and the internal structure of the
domains.

Several topology aggregation techniques have been pro-
posed in the literature (see [7] and references therein).

Overall, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that optimally solves Problem 2DP in an expanded multi-
domain IP/MPLS environment, subject to the common export
policies. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose an accurate AR that captures the path diver-
sity and the internal link state of each domain.

• We introduce a distributed routing algorithm that exploits
an AR of the multi-domain network in order to find an
optimal pair of link-disjoint paths between the source and
the destination in an efficient manner.

• We provide an efficient method for finding link-disjoint
paths subject to the common export policies imposed by
customer-provider and peer relationships between routing
domains.

IV. GENERAL LINK -DISJOINT PATHS ALGORITHM

In this section we describe a distributed algorithm for
finding two link-disjoint paths in a multi-domain network with
topology aggregation.

The distributed algorithm for path computation consists of
the three following steps. In the first step, each routing domain
Di computes its ARAi. This computation is performed by
the PCE of the domain. In the second step, the ARAi of
each domainDi is distributed throughout the network. In the
third step, the PCE in the source domain uses the assembled
representation of the network for computing two disjoint paths
between the source and the destination nodes.

The rest of this section is structured as follows. In section
IV-A we present our AR. In Section IV-B1 we describe an
algorithm for computing the AR of a domain. Then, in Section
IV-B2 we describe an algorithm for computing disjoint paths
at the source PCE. Finally, in Section IV-B3 we describe an
algorithm for establishing two disjoint(s, t)-paths throughout
the network.

A. Aggregated representation

We begin by the description of the AR. The purpose of the
AR is to summarize the traversal properties of each routing
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Fig. 1. An example of a routing domain. The domain has four border nodes
b1, . . . , b4. The numbers show the weights of the edges.

domain in a way that allows the source PCE to select two
disjoint paths of minimum weight.

1) Aggregation scheme for minimum distances:The prob-
lem of finding a suitable AR that enables efficient computation
of the minimum weight paths across the network is well
studied in the literature. The natural representation of a routing
domainDi is an array that stores, for each pair of border nodes
bj andbl of Di, the minimum weight of a path betweenbj and
bl. This representation allows the source node to find optimal
paths and has the space complexity ofΘ(|Bi|

2).
This representation, however, cannot be used for finding

two disjoint paths across the network. To illustrate this point,
consider the routing domain depicted in Fig. 1. In this domain,
the minimum weight of the path betweenb1 and b3 and
betweenb2 andb4 is equal to 3. However, the minimum weight
of two disjoint paths, one betweenb1 and b3 and the second
betweenb2 andb4 is equal to 103. This shows that additional
information regarding the disjoint paths that run through the
domain must be included in the aggregated representation.

2) Aggregation scheme based on the minimum weight of
disjoint paths: A possible solution would be to keep, for
each routing domainDi and for each two pairs(bj , bl) and
(bx, by) of Di, the minimum weight of two link-disjoint paths
that connectbj and bx to bl and by. In addition, we need
to keep, for each routing domainDi and for every pair
(bj , bl) of border nodes ofDi, the minimum weight of a path
betweenbj andbl. This method provides complete information
about the traversal characteristics of the routing domain,under
the assumption that each path enters the routing domain at
most once. The main drawback of this approach is that the
aggregated information does not allow the source PCE to find
two disjoint paths betweens andt in an efficient way. Indeed,
the most effective method for finding two disjoint(s, t)-paths
includes two steps, the first step finds a shortest path(s, t)-path
P ′ and the second step finds anaugmenting(s, t)-pathP ′′ of
P ′. The augmenting pathP ′′ may use links ofP ′ in the reverse
direction, which allows to avoid the trap topology problems
[4]. This method is employed by the standard disjoint path
algorithm due to Suurballe and Tarjan [11], described in detail
in the next section. However, the aggregation scheme based
on the minimum weight of disjoint paths inside a domain does
not allow to compute the “augmenting” inter-domain path in
an efficient way. In what follows, we present an alternative
aggregated representation that addresses this problem.

3) Aggregation scheme based on the disjoint paths algo-
rithm: Let Di(Vi, Ei) be a routing domain and letBi be the
set of border nodes onVi. In this section we present the AR
Ai of Di. The main goal in the design of the AR is to allow
the source PCE to find the minimum weight of disjoint paths
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in an efficient way. We begin by presenting the disjoint path
algorithm due to Suurballe and Tarjan [11]. The algorithm
receives as an input a graphG(V, E), a source nodes, and
the destination nodet. The algorithm performs the following
steps:

1) Find a shortest pathP ′ betweens and t in G;
2) Reverse all links inP ′ and negate their weight;
3) Find an augmenting shortest pathP ′′ in the resulting

graphĜ;
4) Remove links that appear inP ′ and P ′′ in opposite

directions;
5) From the remaining links ofP ′ and P ′′, form two

disjoint (s, t)-pathsP̂1 and P̂2.
The idea of our scheme is to allow the source PCE to

compute two disjoint paths in the aggregated environment ina
similar way as if the entire network topology were known. To
that end,Ai includes two components. The first component
allows the source PCE to find a shortest pathP1 betweens

andt, while the second component allows the source PCE to
find the second pathP2. The pathsP1 andP2 correspond to
the pathsP ′ andP ′′, used by the algorithm due to [11].

In particular, the first component ofAi includes array
M ′

i that contains, for each two border nodesbj and bl of
Di, the minimum weight of a path betweenbj and bl. The
second component ofAi includes a set of|Bi|(|Bi| − 1) arrays
{M j,l

i |bj ∈ Bi, bl ∈ Bi, bj 6= bl}, each array containing
|Bi|(|Bi|−1) elements. In particular, arrayM j,l

i contains, for
any two border nodesbx and by of Di, the minimum weight
of a path betweenbx and by in D

j,l
i , whereD

j,l
i is a graph

formed fromDi by inverting links that belong to a minimum
weight path betweenbj andbl and negating their weights.

Fig. 2 graphically presents the aggregated representationof
the routing domain shown in Fig. 1. The representation we



Algorithm FINDAR (Di, Bi):
Input:

Di - a routing domain,
Bi - the set of border nodes ofDi.

Output:
Ai = {M ′

i} ∪ {M
j,l
i |bj ∈ Bi, bl ∈ Bi} of Di

1 for each two border nodesbj and bl of Di do

2 Compute a shortest pathP j,l
i betweenbj andbl in Di;

3 M ′

i(j, l)←W (P j,l
i )

4 Construct an auxiliary graphDj,l
i formed fromDi by

reversing all links ofP j,l
i and negating their weights

5 for each two border nodesbx andby of Di do

6 Compute a shortest pathP j,l
i (x, y) betweenbx and

by in D
j,l
i

7 M
j,l
i (x, y)←W (P j,l

i (x, y)).

Fig. 3. Algorithm FINDAR

present is based on the following assumption.
Assumption 1:A minimum weight path between a source

node s and the destination nodet traverses each routing
domainDi at most once.

This fact significantly simplifies the construction of an
aggregated representation. Our methods can be extended to
deal with settings in which this assumption does not hold.

B. Disjoint path algorithm

1) First step - Computing the Aggregated Representation:
The AR Ai can be efficiently computed through Algorithm
FINDAR that appears in Fig. 3. The algorithm computes, for
each pair of border nodesbj , bl of Di, a shortest pathP j,l

i

betweenbj and bl in Di and stores the result in arrayM ′

i .
Then, the algorithm reverses all links ofP

j,l
i , negates their

weights, and computes a minimum weight path between any
pair of border nodes in the resulting graph. The minimum
weights of these paths are stored in the arrayM

j,l
i . Since

the resulting graph may contain negative weights, we use a
modification of the Dijkstra’s algorithm due to Bhandari [13].
The computational complexity of the modified algorithm is
identical to that of the original Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Finding a shortest path between any pair of border nodes
requires|Bi| invocations of the shortest path algorithm. Thus,
computing the ARAi of Di requiresO(|Bi|3) invocations
of the shortest path algorithm. Therefore, the computational
complexity of computing the AR isO(|Bi|3(|Vi| log |Vi| +
|Ei|)). The size of the aggregated representation isO(|Bi|4).

To derive a practical estimation of the size of this AR, let us
compare this latter against the number of active entries in the
BGP Forwarding Information Base (FIB) of the border routers
in a Tier-1 ISP. At present, these border routers have around
2x105 active entries in their BGP FIB [14], and this scale does
not represent an issue for the routers. In our case, an AR of
21 border routers on average per-domain (i.e. approximately
[2x105]1/4) represents the same load as operational routers
have nowadays in a Tier-1 ISP. It is worth recalling that our
proposals apply to a reduced set of neighboring domains, and
that they can be incrementally deployed. In this scenario, an

average of 21 IP/MPLS enabled border routers per-domain
offers significant flexibility from a practical viewpoint.

2) Second step - Computing the minimum weight of shortest
paths: We assume that the source PCE has a detailed topology
of the source routing domain, and in addition, the ARs of the
transit and destination routing domains. The source PCE uses
this information in order to construct a high-level description
of two disjoint paths that connects and t.

We note that while the ARAi of a transit domainDi

captures the path diversity and link-state information ofDi,
the AR of Dt captures the same properties, but for the paths
between the border nodes ofDt and the destinationt. Given
that the AR ofDt follows the same principle as that of any
transit domain, without loss of generality, in our model the
destinationt is considered as a border node of the routing
domainDt. This is motivated by the fact, that in order to find
an optimal pair of link-disjoint paths, the source PCE needs
some information about the paths between the border nodes
of Dt and the destinationt.

The operations performed by the source PCE are sum-
marized by Algorithm FIND2DP that appears in Fig. 4.
Algorithm FIND2DP begins by constructing an auxiliary graph
G′(V ′, E′) that includes, for each domainDi of G, the com-
plete graph spanned by the border nodes ofDi. In addition,
G′ includes the source domainDs and the set of inter-
domain linksEinter . The purpose of the auxiliary graph is
to summarize the network information available at the source
PCE.

Next, the source PCE computes the shortest pathP1 be-
tweens andt. This is accomplished by assigning for each link
(bj , bl) that connects two border nodes of the same domain
Di, the minimum weight of a path betweenbj and bl and
finding a shortest path betweens andt in the resulting graph.
The minimum weights of the shortest paths that run through
domainDi are available through arrayM ′

i .
Finally, the source PCE computes the second(s, t)-pathP2.

To that end, for each domainDi traversed byP1 (i.e., P1

contains a link that connects border nodes ofDi) we perform
the following operations. Let(bj , bl) be a link in P1 that
connects border nodes ofDi and letD̂i be the complete graph
spanned by the border nodes ofDi. Then, we set the weights
of the links of the subgrapĥDi of G′ according to arrayM j,l

i .
The pathP2 is found by applying the shortest path algorithm
on the resulting graph.

The computational complexity of Algorithm FIND2DP is
O(|V ′| log |V ′| + |E′|), whereV ′ andE′ is the set of nodes
of the auxiliary graphG′(V ′, E′). Again, since the auxiliary
graph contains negative weights, we use the algorithm due
to Bhandari [13] for finding shortest paths inG′. The setV ′

includes all nodes in the source routing domain and the border
nodes of all transit domains and the destination domain. The
setE′ includes all links in the source domain, the set of inter-
domain links and, in addition, a link between any two border
nodes of the same domain.

3) Third step - establishing QoS paths:In the third step,
the source PCE sends the pathsP1 and P2 to every routing
domainDi traversed by these paths. At each domain, the PCE
is responsible for establishing the portions of the disjoint paths



Algorithm FIND2DP (Einter , {Ai}):
Input:

Einter - a set of the inter-domain links,
For each routing domainDi

Ai = {M ′

i} ∪ {M
j,l
i |bj ∈ Bi, bl ∈ Bi} -

The aggregated representation ofDi.
Output:

An auxiliary networkG′(V ′, E′) and two pathsP1 andP2

in G′.

1 V ′ ← V (Ds) ∪ {Bi | Di ∈ G}

2 E′ ← E(Ds) ∪ Einter

3 for each routing domainDi of G do
4 for each two border nodesbj andbl of Di do
5 E′ ← E′ ∪ (bj , bl);
6 w(bj ,bl)

←M ′

i(j, l)

7 Find a shortest pathP1 betweens and t in G′(V ′, E′)
8 Reverse all inter-domain links and links that belong toDs

in P1 and negate their weight
9 For each routing domainDi of G exceptDsdo

10 if P1 contains a link(bj , bl) that connects border nodes
of Di then

11 for each two border nodesbx andby of Di do

12 w(bx,by) ←M
j,l
i (x, y)

13 Find a shortest pathP2 betweens and t in G′(V ′, E′).

Fig. 4. Algorithm FIND2DP

that run through these domains. We consider the following
cases.

1) DomainDi is traversed by pathP1 and is not traversed
by P2. In this case, let(bj , bl) be the link in P1 that
connects the border nodes ofDi. Then, link (bj , bl)

is substituted by the pathP j,l
i computed at Line 2 of

Algorithm FINDAR.
2) DomainDi is traversed by pathP2 and is not traversed

by P1. In this case, each link(bj , bl) ∈ P2 that connects
the border nodes ofDi is substituted by the pathP j,l

i

computed at Line 2 of Algorithm FINDAR.
3) DomainDi is traversed by both pathsP1 and P2. Let

(bj , bl) be the link inP1 that connects the border nodes
of Di. Then, we perform the following operations. First,
link (bj , bl) is substituted by the pathP j,l

i computed
at Line 2 of Algorithm FINDAR. Second, each link
(bx, by) ∈ P2 that connects the border nodes ofDi is
substituted by the pathP j,l

i (x, y) computed at Line 6 of
Algorithm FINDAR. Finally, all links ofDi that appear
in P

j,l
i andP

j,l
i (x, y) in opposite directions are omitted

from bothP
j,l
i andP

j,l
i (x, y).

C. Illustrative Example

Fig. 5 presents an illustrative example of our algorithm.
The underlying communication network, depicted in Fig. 5(a),
contains source domainDs and two transit domains,D1 and
D2. Fig. 5(b) depicts the auxiliary networkG′ constructed by
Algorithm FIND2DP with link weights assigned according to
the values of arraysM ′

1
and M ′

2
. This auxiliary network is

used by the source PCE to compute the shortest path between
the source and the destination nodes. The shortest path is
marked in Fig. 5(b) by the bold lines and includes border
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Fig. 5. An illustrative example: (a) The underlying communication network
with two transit domainsD1 andD2. (b) The auxiliary networkG′(V ′, E′)
with weights assigned according to arraysM ′

1 andM ′

2. (Two directed links
with identical weights are represented by a single undirected link) (c) The
auxiliary network G′(V ′, E′) with weights assigned according to arrays
M

3,6
1 andM

8,9
2 . (d) Two disjoint paths in the underlying network.

nodesb3 and b6 of routing domainD1 and nodesb8 and b9

of routing domainD2. The weight of theP1 is 11. Next, the
source PCE turns to compute pathP2. To that end, the same
communication network is used, but the weights are assigned
according to arraysM3,6

1
(for D1) andM

8,9
2

(for D2, see Fig.
5(c)). The shortest path in this network is marked by the bold
lines and includes nodesb4 andb5 of routing domainD1 and
nodesb7 and b10 of routing domainD2. The weight of path
P2 is 205. Finally, the source PCE sends the two disjoint paths
P1 and P2 to the PCEs of the routing domainsD1 and D2.
The PCE of the routing domainD1 substitutes the two links
(b3, b6) and(b4, b5) of D1 by two disjoint paths{b3, b5} and
{b4, v1, v2, b6}, while the two links(b8, b9) and (b7, b10) of
D2 are substituted by two paths{b7, b9} and{b8, v3, v4, b10}.
The two disjoint paths in the original network are depicted in
Fig. 5(d).

D. Correctness proof

In this section we prove that the presented algorithm finds
two optimal paths betweens and t.

Theorem 1:If Assumption 1 holds, then the proposed al-
gorithm finds two disjoint paths betweens and t of minimal
total weight.

Proof: Suppose that the full topology of the communi-
cation networkG is known. In this case, we can apply the
algorithm due to [11] (as described in Section IV-A3) to find
two disjoint paths of minimal weight. LetP ′ andP ′′ be the
paths identified in Lines 1 and 3 of this algorithm, respectively.
The correctness of the algorithm implies thatW (P ′)+W (P ′′)



is equal to the minimum weigh of a shortest path betweens
and t.

Next, we show that for pathsP1 andP2, identified by the
Algorithm FIND2DP, it holds thatW (P1) ≤ W (P ′) and
W (P2) ≤ W (P ′′). This is sufficient to prove the correctness
of the algorithm. Indeed, in Step 3 (presented in Section
IV-B3) of the algorithm we useP1 and P2 to establish two
link-disjoint (s, t)-paths that will be expanded by the traversed
domains. It is easy to verify that the total weight of the
resulting paths is equal to the total weight ofP1 andP2.

We proceed to show thatW (P1) ≤ W (P ′). We note that
path P ′ can be divided into subpathsP ′

1
, . . . , P ′

h such that
P ′

1
connectss to a border node ofDs, P ′

h connects a border
node ofDt to t and for 2 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, P ′

i either includes
an inter-domain link or a link that connects two border nodes
of a routing domain. We also note that the auxiliary network
G′(V ′, E′) includes all links of the subpathP ′

1 and also all
subpathsP ′

i that include inter-domain links. Further, all links
of these subpaths have the same weight inG′ as in the original
network. For each subpathP ′

i of P ′ that connects border
nodesbj andbl of a routing domainDx, the auxiliary network
G′(V ′, E′) contains a link whose weight is less than or equal
to W (P ′

i ). SinceP1 is a minimum weight path inG′(V ′, E′),
it follows that W (P1) ≤ W (P ′).

Finally, we show thatW (P2) ≤ W (P ′′). Let Ĝ be the
resulting graph after executing Line 2 of the algorithm due to
[11] (as presented in Section IV-B3). We note that pathP ′′ can
be divided into subpathsP ′′

1
, . . . , P ′′

h such thatP ′′

1
connectss

to a border node ofDs, P ′′

h connects a border node ofDt to t

and for2 ≤ i ≤ h−1, P ′

i either includes an inter-domain link
or connects two border nodes of the routing domain. We also
note that the auxiliary networkG′(V ′, E′) includes all links
of the subpaths that traverse the source routing domains and
all subpathsP ′′

i that include inter-domain links and these links
have the same weight as in̂G. For each subpathP ′′

i of P ′′ that
connects border nodesbj andbl of a routing domainDx, the
auxiliary networkG′(V ′, E′) contains a link whose weight is
less than or equal toW (P ′′

i ). SinceP2 is a minimum weight
path inG′(V ′, E′), it follows thatW (P2) ≤ W (P ′′).

V. EXPORT POLICIES

In this section we discuss the problem of finding two
disjoint paths in the network in the presence of export policies.
The main challenge posed by the export policies is that the
availability of the link for a particular connection depends on
the previous hop. As a result, the standard representation of
the network in the form of a graph is no longer adequate
for routing purposes. For example, consider the multi-domain
network depicted on Fig. 6(a). In this network,D1 is a
customer of bothD2 and D3; D7 is a customer ofD5 and
D6; D4 is a provider ofD3 and D6; D2 is a peer ofD4,
and D4 is a peer ofD5. The export policies specified in
Table I allow the following paths betweenD1 and D7: (a)
D1 → D2 → D4 → D6 → D7; (b) D1 → D3 → D4 →
D5 → D7; (c) D1 → D3 → D4 → D6 → D7. Note the
every link of the network is included in one of these paths.
Thus, pruning a link from the network will result in omitting
one of the feasible paths from the network. However, the path

D1 → D2 → D4 → D5 → D7 that belongs to the network
is not allowed by the export policies. We conclude that the
graph that depicts the connectivity among multiple domains,
depicted in Fig. 6(a), is not adequate for computing optimal
paths subject to the export policies.

A. Line graphs

In order to efficiently find paths subject to export policies,
we use the notion of theline graph. The rationale for this
is that line graphs are able to capture the transit properties
between the ingress and egress links of domains.

Definition 1 (Line Graph):Let G(V, E) be a communica-
tion network,D1, . . . , Dk be the set of routing domains in
G, where Ds = D1 is the source domain andDt = Dk

be the destination domain, andEinter be the set of inter-
domain links. Then, the line grapĥG(V̂ , Ê) of G is a graph
constructed as follows:

1) For each inter-domain linkei ∈ Einter in G add a
corresponding nodêvi to V̂ .

2) For each routing domainDi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and for each
two inter-domain linksej andel incident toDi in G:
− Add a link (v̂j , v̂l), wherev̂j and v̂l are nodes in

Ĝ that correspond toej andel, respectively.
3) Add special nodeŝs and t̂.
4) For each inter-domain linkei incident to the source

routing domainDs add a link between̂s and the node
v̂i in Ĝ that corresponds toei.

5) For each inter-domain linkei incident to the destination
routing domainDt add a link between the nodêvi in Ĝ
that corresponds toei and t̂.

Fig. 6(b) depicts the line graph of the multi-domain network
that appears in Fig. 6(a). In this figure, the node corresponding
to a link between routing domainsDi andDj in G is denoted
by v̂i,j .

Let P be an (s, t)-path in G and let Ds =
D1, D2, . . . , Dh = Dt be the set of routing domains traversed
by P . We say that patĥP = {ŝ, v̂1,2, v̂2,3, . . . , v̂h−1,h, t̂} in
Ĝ correspondsto P . The following proposition follows from
the construction of the line grapĥG.

Proposition 2: Let P1 andP2 be two link-disjoint paths in
G. Then, the two corresponding pathŝP1 and P̂2 in Ĝ are
node-disjoint.

For example, suppose thatP1 traverses routing do-
mains Ds, D3, D4, D5, D

t and P2 traverses routing do-
mains Ds, D2, D4, D6, D

t. Then, the two corresponding
paths in Ĝ, P̂1 = {ŝ, v̂1,3, v̂3,4, v̂4,5, v̂5,7, t̂} and P̂2 =
{ŝ, v̂1,2, v̂2,4, v̂4,6, v̂6,7, t̂} are node-disjoint.

B. Modified line graphŝG1 and Ĝ2

As mentioned above, the export policies prohibit certain
paths between routing domains. In order to take into account
these policies, we introduce several modifications to the line
graph. First, we replace each undirected link that connects
nodes inĜ by two directed links in opposite directions. Then,
for each directed link in the resulting graph we check whether
it can be used under the export policies specified in Table I,
and if not, the link is removed from the graph. We denote
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Fig. 6. (a) Multi-domain network. The lines represent the connectivity
between domains. For example,D1 is connected toD3, andD4 is connected
to D5. The directions of the links show the relationship between the domains.
For example,D1 is a customer ofD3, while D4 is a peer ofD5. (b) The
corresponding line graph with two special verticesŝ and t̂. (c) GraphĜ1. (d)
GraphĜ2.

the modified line graph byĜ1(V̂1, Ê1). Fig. 6(c) depicts
the modified line grapĥG1 that corresponds to the network
depicted in Fig. 6(a). Note that link(v̂2,4, v̂4,5) is omitted from
Ĝ1 becauseD4 is a peer domain of bothD2 andD5, hence
it cannot forward packets fromD2 to D5.

We summarize the properties of the line graphĜ1 in the
following proposition.

Proposition 3: Let P be a(s, t)-path inG and letP̂ be a
corresponding(ŝ, t̂)-path in Ĝ. Then, if P can be used under
the export policies listed in Table I, the patĥP also belongs
to Ĝ1. Further, for each(ŝ, t̂)-path P̂ in Ĝ1, there exists a
corresponding pathP in G that satisfies the export policies.

In this section, we adapt the algorithm presented in Sec-
tion IV for finding link-disjoint paths that satisfy the export
policies. To that end, we take advantage of the modified line
graphĜ1 described before.

As discussed above, for any two link disjoint pathsP1

and P2 in G that satisfy the export policies, there exist two
corresponding pathŝP1 and P̂2 in Ĝ1. Moreover, such paths
are node-disjoint. Since the algorithm presented in Section
IV finds two link-disjoint paths, we need to introduce the
following modifications toĜ1 in order to take advantage of
this algorithm.

1) We split each nodêvi,j in Ĝ into two nodeŝv1

i,j andv̂2

i,j ,
connected by a link(v̂1

i,j , v̂
2

i,j), such that all links into
(out of) v̂i,j are now intôv1

i,j (out of v̂2

i,j). The weight of

(v̂1

i,j , v̂
2

i,j) is set to be the weight of the corresponding
inter-domain link betweenDi and Dj in the original
networkG.

2) We replace the special nodês and all links (ŝ, v̂1

1,i)
incident to ŝ by the source routing domainDs, such
that each nodêv1

1,i incident toŝ in Ĝ1 coincides with the
corresponding border node ofDs (i.e., the border node
of Ds incident to the inter-domain link that corresponds
to (v̂1

1,i, v̂
2

1,i)).

The resulting graph is denoted bŷG2. Fig. 6(d) depicts
graph Ĝ2 that corresponds to the multi-domain network de-
picted in Fig. 6(a). It is easy to verify that for any two link-
disjoint pathsP1 andP2 in G the corresponding pathŝP1 and
P̂2 in Ĝ2 are also link-disjoint.

The links of Ĝ2 can be classified into three groups. The
first group includes links(v̂1

i,j , v̂
2

i,j) represent the inter-domain
links in the original networkG. The second category include
links (v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,l) that represent paths through transit routing
domains. Such links are referred to ascross-domainlinks.
Finally, the third group includes the links that belong to the
source and destination routing domains. For example, in Fig.
6(d), links(v̂1

1,3, v̂
2
1,3) and(v̂1

4,6, v̂
2
4,6) correspond the the inter-

domain links inG that connect domainsD1 to D3 and D4

to D6, respectively. In addition, the links(v̂2

1,3, v̂
1

3,4) and
(v̂2

2,4, v̂
1
4,6) in Ĝ2 are cross-domain links that represent paths

through domainsD3 andD4, respectively.

C. Disjoint path algorithm

The disjoint paths algorithm in the presence of export
policies is an extension of the distributed algorithm presented
in Section IV. In particular, the first step (Algorithm FINDAR)
remains the same and only minor and straightforward modi-
fications are needed for the third step of the algorithm. For
the second step, we use Algorithm FIND2DP-EP, presented
in Fig. 7 that performs operations on the modified line graph
Ĝ2. Thus, the line grapĥG2 should be constructed prior to
the application of the algorithm.

The algorithm uses the following definitions. For each
cross-domain link(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) we denote bye′(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) and
e′′(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) the inter-domain links inG that correspond to
nodesv̂i,j and v̂j,k in the line graph, respectively. We also
denote byx(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) andy(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) the border nodes ofDj

incident to linkse′(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) ande′′(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k), respectively.
The algorithm begins by assigning to each cross-domain

link (v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) of Ĝ2 the weight equal to the minimum
weight of a path between the border nodesx(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) and
y(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k) of the routing domainDj that corresponds to
(v̂2

i,j , v̂
1

j,k). The minimum weights of the shortest paths are
available through arrayM ′

j. Next, we compute a minimum
weight (s, t̂) path P1 in Ĝ2, which corresponds to the min-
imum weight of a(s, t̂)-path in G that satisfies the export
policies.

Next, for each cross-domain link(v̂2

ij , v̂
1

jk) ∈ P1 we perform
the following operations. LetDj be the routing domain that
corresponds to(v̂2

ij , v̂
1

jk). Note that due to Assumption 1 path
P1 traverses each domain at most once. Then, we assign the
weight of each cross-domain link(v̂2

zj , v̂
1

jw) that corresponds



Algorithm FIND2DP-EP(Ĝ2, {Ai}):
Input:

Ĝ2 - the modified line graph ofG;
For each routing domainDi

Ai = {M ′

i} ∪ {M
j,l
i |bj ∈ Bi, bl ∈ Bi} -

The aggregated representation ofDi.
Output:

Two pathsP1 andP2 in Ĝ2.

1 for each cross-domain link(v̂2
ij , v̂1

jk
) of Ĝ2 do

2 w(v̂2

ij
,v̂1

jk
) ←M ′

j(x(v̂2
ij , v̂1

jk
), y(v̂2

ij , v̂1
jk

))

3 Find a shortest pathP1 betweens and t̂ in Ĝ2

4 for each cross-domain link(v̂2
ij , v̂1

jk
) ∈ P1 do

5 x1 ← x(v̂2
ij , v̂1

jk
)

6 y1 ← y(v̂2
ij , v̂1

jk
)

7 for each cross-domain link(v̂2
zj , v̂1

jw) that corresponds
to domainDj do

8 x2 ← x(v̂2
zj , v̂1

jw)

9 y2 ← y(v̂2
zj , v̂1

jw)

10 w(v̂2

zj
,v̂1

wk
) ←M

x1,y1

j (x2, y2)

11 Find a shortest pathP2 betweens and t̂ in Ĝ2

Fig. 7. Algorithm FIND2DP-EP

to Dj (including(v̂2

ij , v̂
1

jk)) according to arrayMx1,y1

j (x2, y2),
wherex1 = x(v̂2

ij , v̂
1

jk), y1 = y(v̂2

ij , v̂
1

jk), x2 = x(v̂2

zj , v̂
1

jw),
and y2 = y(v̂2

zj , v̂
1

jw). This operation correspond to lines 11
and 12 of Algorithm FIND2DP.

Finally, the source node sends the pathsP1 and P2 to
every routing domainDi traversed by these paths. At each
domain, the PCE expands every cross-domain link ofP1 and
P2 into an intra-domain path by using the methods described
in Section IV-B3.

The following theorem summarizes the correctness of the
algorithm.

Theorem 4:The proposed algorithm finds two disjoint
paths betweens and t that satisfy the export policies at
minimum possible weight.

Proof: The proof follows the same lines as that of
Theorem 1. Due to space constraints, the details are omitted.

The computational complexity of the algorithm presented
in this section is similar to that of the algorithm presentedin
Section IV.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

This paper presents a distributed routing algorithm for
finding two disjoint (primary and backup) QoS paths across
multiple IP/MPLS domains. Our algorithm can be employed
by a PCE-based architecture and work completely decoupled
from the BGP protocol. We have developed an aggregated
representation of a multi-domain network that captures the
path diversity and the link-state characteristics of transit paths
that run across different routing domains. This representation
is used by the distributed routing algorithm, allowing each
PCE to efficiently compute two disjoint QoS paths (2DP) for
any source-destination pair.

We present an optimal solution for the multi-domain disjoint
path problem both for the general setting, as well as subject
to theexport policiesimposed by customer-provider and peer
relationships between routing domains. Our approach can be
easily extended to accommodate changes in the existing export
policies. Our algorithms can be used in many practical settings,
in particular, when high-quality primary and backup QoS LSPs
need to be established across a reduced set of neighboring
domains.

For future work, we plan to investigate additional ap-
proaches that aim at balancing the intrinsic tradeoff between
the scalability of the aggregated representation of a multi-
domain network and the optimality of the resulting LSPs.
We have also plans to address the load balancing and traffic
engineering issues related to establishing disjoint QoS paths
in a multi-domain environment.
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